
By the very nature of their craft, designers are involved in the most intimate 

corners of their clients’ lives—their homes. Despite the fulfillment that comes 

with those relationships, celebrity designer Jennifer Farrell wanted to make 

a more public declaration of her love for design. She’s done this through 

television, show home experiences and social media. “Over the last 20 years, 

I’ve found a special intersection between private home life and public dream 

life,” Farrell says. “I think what I’ll be most remembered for are the tattered, 

forlorn buildings I’ve transformed into design fantasy, showcase experiences. These signature 

projects break the mold by presenting my design journey through social media, television, public 

tours and photo-realistic 3-D shopping experiences. And after their time in the limelight, these 

special places are are handed over to the fortunate new homeowners.”
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Top A neutral palette, Ferguson fixtures, 
Emser tile and Lamps Plus lighting 
grace Calibu Vineyard’s primary bath, 
with the wet room taking center stage. 
Far left Emser herringbone floors and  
a multi-tone Karastan rug provide a 
dramatic anchor to a handsome walnut 
dining table and sleek leather chairs by 
Hector Landgrave Furniture. Left The 
dining room is adjacent to the dramatic 
two-story living room with its neutral 
tones and playful hanging chairs.
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THE ULTIMATE 
DESIGN 
DREAM 

Two decades in design has  
led Farrell to her most ground-
breaking venture. “The Surfaces 
Showhome at Calibu Vineyard 
represents the culmination of 
my design experience,” Farrell 
says. “Part passion project, part 
social engagement, part virtual 
experience, part wish-fulfillment, 
this home is the manifestation 
of everything that excites me 
about design.” Located on a 
private vineyard, this property 
epitomizes innovation and 
design excellence. While luxury 
materials and furnishings 
ground the home in comfort 
and sophistication, sustainable 
living and smart features bring 
the house into the future. 

“I hope my legacy is 
the distinct risks I’ve 
taken in my career  
to create homes 
that are livable 

works of art.”
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H2 OH!
Perhaps Farrell’s favorite space 
is the wet room. “It’s a beautiful 
glass environment where you 
can splash your way from a big 
tub to a spacious shower area 
without worry. Let’s please 
keep this trend,” she quips.
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